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1. Introduction
Classical routing algorithms for MANET are basically route based, i.e. nodes maintain
routes to the other nodes in the network. Many existing routing protocols (DSDV (Perkins &
Bhagwat, 1994), WRP (Murthy & Garcia-Luna-Aceves, 1996), FSR (Haas. & Pearlman, 1998),
ANDMAR (Gerla et al., 2000), DSR (Johnson & Maltz, 1996), AODV (Perkins & Royer, 1999),
TORA (Park & Corson, 1997)) proposed within the MANET working group of IETF, are
designed. These algorithms are basically of two types – proactive and reactive.
In case of proactive protocols like DSDV (Perkins & Bhagwat, 1994) , CGSR (Chiang et al.,
1997), STAR (Garcia-Luna-Aceves & Spohn, 1999), OLSR (Clausen et al., 2001), HSR (Iwata
et al., 1999), GSR (Chen & Gerla, 1998) the nodes in the adhoc network must keep track of all
the routes to all other nodes, so that, whenever a node wants to send a data packet to
another destination node, it can do that without wasting any time for path setup. This
necessitates periodic exchange of routing information between the nodes of the network.
The immediate disadvantage of these schemes is that too much network traffic will be
consumed when the size of the network or the mobility of nodes increases.
In case of reactive routing protocols such as DSR, AODV, ABR (Toh, 1997), SSA (Dube et al.,
1997), FORP (Su & Gerla, 1999), PLBR (Sisodia et al., 2002) a lazy approach is applied. Here
the nodes need not maintain the routes to all other nodes. Thus, there is no need of periodic
exchange of routing information between nodes. Routes to the destinations are determined
on demand by flooding the whole network with route query packets. The immediate
disadvantage of this approach is - flooding becomes prohibitive as the size of the network
grows.
Some proposed algorithms claim to have the best of these two classes. Protocols like CEDAR
(Sinha et al., 1999), ZRP (Haas, 1997), and ZHLS (Joa-Ng & Lu, 1999) combine both a
proactive and a reactive approach.
A new family of routing algorithms, which are known as position-based routing algorithms
such as GLS (Li et al., 2000), SLURP (Seung-Chul. et al., 2001), SLALoM (Cheng et al., 2002),
DLM (Xue et al., 2001), were, introduced which use information about the physical position
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of the participating nodes. They eliminate some of the limitations of topology based routing
algorithms by using this extra information.
Commonly, each node determines its own position using GPS or some other type of
positioning service. Position-based routing protocols have certain advantages over
Topology-based routing protocols.
1. The nodes have neither to store routing tables nor to transmit messages to keep routing
tables up to date.
2. Reduced overhead, as the establishment and maintenance of routes is (usually) not
required in a protocol that uses location information for routing.

2. Location services
A Location service is responsible for providing location information of nodes in the
network. Mobile nodes register their current location with this service. When a node does
not know the position of the destination node, it contacts the location server and requests
that information.
Existing location services (Amouris et al., 1999) can be classified according to how many
nodes host the service. This can be either some specific nodes or all nodes on the network.
Furthermore, each location server may maintain the position of some specific or all nodes in
the network. These can be abbreviated as:
•
some-for-some
•
some-for-all
•
all-for-some
•
all-for-all

3. Review of previous work
Several location service schemes have been proposed in the literature: GLS, SLURP,
SLALoM and DLM are some representative examples.
3.1 GLS (Li et al., 2000)
Grid Location Service (GLS) divides an area containing the ad hoc network into a
hierarchical grid of squares. The largest square is called the level-H square. The level-H
square is then recursively divided into four level-(H-1) squares until level-0 squares are
reached, forming a so-called quad-tree. In each level-i square (for i > 0), node A selects three
location servers, one in each level-(i-1) square that A is not in. The structure of GLS is shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of GLS
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GLS selects the location servers based on the node ID in each server's service area (i.e., a
quadrant). For a node C to be node A's location server, C must have the smallest ID that is
larger than A's ID in that quadrant, i.e., C = min {x|node x is in the quadrant, ID(x) > ID (A)}
Each node updates its location servers with its exact location after it moves a threshold
distance . To query for a particular node A, a node B sends the query to the node that is
closest to A for which B has location information, and so on. Eventually the query would
reach one of A's location servers.
3.2 SLURP (Seung-Chul. et al., 2001)

Fig. 2. Flat Grid of Squares used in SLURP
In SLURP, the entire network area (a square) is divided into a flat grid of squares. Node A
selects its location servers by applying a hash function to A's ID and obtains the (x, y)
coordinate of a point in the entire area. The square containing that point is called the home
square for node A. All nodes in that square store A's exact location information. Every time
node A moves to a different square, it updates its home square with new location
information. For any node B, that wishes to communicate with node A, the same hash
function is applied to node A's ID to obtain A's home square. A query packet is then
forwarded to A's home square to retrieve A's location information. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
3.3 SLALoM (Cheng et al., 2002)
SLALoM combines the strengths of SLURP and GLS. In this scheme, each node is assigned
multiple home regions distributed uniformly over the area in which the nodes move about.
(The nodes in these home regions act as location servers for the node.) It is assumed that the
mobile nodes are capable of knowing their current location, using for example, the Global
Positioning System (GPS), and are equipped with radios. It is also assumed that the nodes
move about in a square region of area A. According to SLALoM, the square is divided into
G unit regions called order-1 squares. It then combines K2 of the order-1 squares to form order2 squares. A node’s home region will consist of an order-1 square. With some exceptions,
every node has a home region in each order-2 square. Hence, every node has O (A/K2)
home regions.
Maintaining location. Let v be a node in the network. Suppose it lies in the order-1 square Ri
and Ri is inside order-2 square Qj. We say that a home region of v is near v if the home region
lies in Qj or it lies in one of the eight order-2 squares that are neighbors of Qj. Otherwise, a
home region is far from v.
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Fig. 3. Network Hierarchy of SLALoM
The following invariant always holds for v: all home regions of v know v is in Qj. In addition, all
home regions near v know v is in Ri.
Location Updation. Each time a node moves into a new order-1 square, it has to inform its 9
nearby home regions of its current exact location. This entails 9 broadcasts in a unit region.
Furthermore, if such a move also causes the node to move into a new order-2 square, then it
has to inform all its far home regions of its current approximate location. This requires O
(A/K2) broadcasts in a unit region.
Paging. If a node u wishes to find the location of another node v, it sends a unicast to a home
region of v closest to it. If this home region is near v then u obtains the exact location of v. On
the other hand, if the home region is far from v then u obtains an approximate location of v.
Node u then routes its message to a home region near v, Rk. The node that receives the
message at Rk then sends it to the exact location of v.
3.4 DLM (Xue et al., 2001)
DLM partitions the entire network much like GLS, i.e., there are H + 1 level of squares. The
location servers are duplicated uniformly across the region, one server in every level-K
square. Here K is a system parameter between 1 and H. The servers are chosen by hashing
to a point in each level-K square; therefore, we say DLM also uses a two-level server structure.
DLM uses two addressing policies: complete and partial address. In complete address
policy, all the location servers store the exact location of a node. In case of the partial
address policy, each location server stores location information with different granularity.
For i > K, if the location server of node A is located in the same level-i square in which A
resides in, the servers store only which level-(i-1) square A is in. If the server is located in the
same level-K square as A, the complete location information is stored.
The query operation is straightforward if the complete address policy is used. Node B
simply queries the nearest location server of A to obtain A's location. If the partial address
policy is used, node B simply queries the nearest location server of A. If the complete
address of A is found, then the query is complete. Otherwise the server of A indicates which
level-(i-1) square A is in, the query is then forwarded to A's location server in that level-(i-1)
square. This process continues until A's complete information is found.

4. Proposed scheme
Position based routing protocols need not store the route information. Here the main
component is the geographic location information of the nodes. In our proposed Layered
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Square Location Management (LSLM) scheme, we have assumed that each node is equipped
with GPS system through which the node can acquire its current geographic location. We
also assume that each node has a transmission range of rt.
Location server region

Level 2 square region
Level n square region
Sub-region 0

Sub-region 3
Level 1 square region
Sub-region 0
Sub-region
0
Sub-region 0

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 3

Sub-region3

Sub-region 2

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2
Location server

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2

regions at different levels

Fig. 4. Complete network structure of proposed LSLM
In our scheme, we have divided the entire network area into L level of square regions. The
arrangement is such that each level i square region encapsulates the level (i-1) square region
and is encapsulated by level (i+1) square region. Each square region has a side length of
2.2l.s, where l denotes the level number and s depends on the node density. The innermost
region is the level-1 square region and the outermost region is the level-L square region.
Location server region 0

Sub-region 0

Sub-region 3

Location server region 1
Location server region 3

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2

Location server region 2

Fig. 5. Assignment of location server region
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The square region at each level is further subdivided into four sub-regions: sub-region-0,
sub-region-1, sub-region-2, and sub-region-3. In each level we have four location server
regions, where each location server region is a square area having side length of r. All the
nodes residing in the location server region act as location servers. These location servers are
responsible for keeping track of the location information of the nodes. We have shown the
arrangement of the location server regions within the square region at each level in Fig. 5.
Each location server region has a fixed sub-region within the square region at each level
assigned to it. The location server is responsible for keeping track of the location information
of all the nodes within this sub-region. The Table:1 shows the assignment of the sub-regions
within the square region at each level.
Location server region 0

Sub-region0

Location server region 1

Sub-region1

Location server region 2

Sub-region2

Location server region 3

Sub-region3

Table 1. Assignment of sub-regions to location server regions
In case of MANET, changes in network topology can be frequent and mobility of the nodes
can be high. Therefore, cost for location update will be a major burden. If we keep track of
only the exact location information of the nodes, then there is a possibility of this
information becoming stale quickly as the mobile nodes frequently change their location.
This will require frequent invocation of expensive location update routines. To address the
issue, we have applied the concept of multi-level location information. We have assumed
that the location information can be of two types – fully qualified location information and
relative location information.
The fully qualified location information of a node includes the following components.
Node -id
x-coordinate
y- coordinate
Location server-id
Fig. 6. Fully qualified location information
Location server id has three components.
Level no.
Sub-region no.
Server-id
Fig. 7. Location server id
From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we can see that the fully qualified location information of a node A
contains the current x and y coordinate position of A, the node id and the id of the location
server that is currently keeping track of the location information of A. Location server id has
three components embedded in it. The level no. of the square where the location server is
currently in is indicated by the “level no”. A location server is responsible for keeping track
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of the fully qualified location information of the nodes within a sub-region and the “subregion no.” corresponds to this particular sub-region. “Server id” uniquely identifies the
sever within a location server region.
On the other hand relative location information has two components.
Location server id
Node id
Fig. 8. Relative location information
The location servers within a location server region are responsible for keeping track of the
fully qualified location information of only those nodes that are currently within its assigned
sub-region within a particular level i. On the other hand, the location servers within a
particular location server region also keep track of the relative location information of all the
nodes that are currently within other sub-regions of the same level i square region. When a
node moves within a particular sub-region, it needs to notify only the single location server
region - that is currently in charge of that sub-region, regarding the change in its fully
qualified location information. This reduces the location update cost.
4.1 Location update
We can divide the location update mechanism in three categories.

Fig. 9. Location update for node movement within sub-region
I. Location update for node movement within sub-region:
When a node A moves within its current sub-region, it needs to notify only those location
servers that are currently in charge of this particular sub-region. This set of location servers
are currently keeping track of the fully qualified location information of node A and any
changes in the x and y coordinate positions of node A must be reflected to them. As A is
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moving within its sub-region, there will be no change in its relative location information.
Therefore, node A need not inform the location servers in other sub-regions of that
particular level. Moreover, A does not need to notify the location server regions in other
levels, as they contain neither the fully qualified location information nor the relative
location information of node A.
II. Location update for node movement between sub-regions:
In this case, node A is moving from one sub-region to another within the same level i square
region. After reaching the new sub-region, A probes its neighbors to get information about
its new location server region. Once it gets this information, A sends its current x and y
coordinate positions and the node id to the new location server region. Now node A is
under the direct supervision of the new location server region. Therefore, this new location
server region needs to update the location information regarding node A from relative to
fully qualified one. The new location server region then needs to send the new relative
location information of node A to other location server regions, which are within the same
level i square region. These other location server regions now need to modify the location
information about node A accordingly. If they contained the fully qualified location
information, in that case, they need to update it with the new relative location information
of node A. On the other hand, if they contained the old relative location information, in that
case, they need to update the entry with the new relative location information of node A.

Sub-region 0

Sub-region 3

Sub-region 1
Sub-region 2

Fig. 10. Location update for node movement between sub-regions
III. Location update for node movement between square regions at different levels:
In this case, (illustrated in Fig. 11), node A moves from a square region at one level to a
square region at another level. After reaching its new sub-region within its new square
region, the node probes its neighbors to get information about its new location server
region. Once A gets this information, it sends its previous fully qualified address and the
current x and y coordinate positions to this new location server region. From node A’s
previous fully qualified address, the new location server region can know the previous level
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no. of the node. The previous level no. is required by the new location server region in
sending the new relative address of A, (i.e., current location server id and node id) to a
location server region in the previous level. This information is then relayed to all the other
location server regions in the previous level. Those location server regions after analyzing
the current relative address of the node, find that the level no. of node A has already
changed, i.e., node A is no longer in the square region at their level. Therefore, they delete
the entry corresponding to node A from their database.

Sub-region 3

Sub-region 0

Level i+1
square region
Sub-region 0

Sub-region 3

Sub-region 2

Level i

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2

Square region

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2

Fig. 11. Location update for node movement between square regions at different levels
The new location server region is in a square region, which is at a different level than the
level of node A’s previous square region. Therefore, the new location server region must
make a new entry in its location information database about the new fully qualified location
information of node A. This new location server region then needs to send the new relative
location information of node A to other location server regions within the new square
region. These other location servers previously had no location information about node A.
Therefore, they need to make new entries in their location information database about the
new relative location information of node A.
4.2 Location query
Suppose node S wants to send a data packet to a destination node D but the location
information of node D is unknown to S. Corresponding to three location update scenarios
three situations can evolve.
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I. Destination D is within same sub-region at same level as of source S:
In this case the location server region that is in-charge of the sub-region contains the fully
qualified address of node D. The source node S sends the data packet to the location server
region. The location server region extracts the current x and y coordinate position of node D
from its fully qualified address and sends the data packet to node D at that location.

Sub-region 3

Sub-region 0

S
Sub-region 1

D

Sub-region 2

Fig. 12. Destination D is within same sub-region at same level as of source S
II. Destination D is within other sub-region at the same level as of source S:
In this case the source S sends the data packet to the assigned location server region of its
sub-region. But as the destination D is within a different sub-region, therefore, the location
server region of node S contains only the relative location information about destination D.
From this information, the location server region of node S can find the location server
region, which is currently containing the fully qualified address of node D. The location
server region of node S then sends the data packet forwarded by S, to that particular
location server region. This new location server region ultimately sends the data packet to
the destination node D.
III. Destination D is within other square region at different level than that of source S:
The location server region now sends the data packet to the location server region of the
square region that is encompassing the current level square region. It also forwards the
packet to the location server region of the square region that is contained by the current
level square region. The location server regions at other levels now follow the previously
mentioned steps for location query. This process is continued until the destination node D is
found or the network boundary is reached. Thus, if the destination node falls within the
network boundary, the data packet is propagated from the source node S to the destination
node D through the intermediate location server regions.
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Sub-region 3

Sub-region 0

S

D

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2

Fig. 13. Destination D is within other sub-region at the same level as of source S

Sub-region 3

Sub-region 0

Sub-region 3

Sub-region 0

Sub-region 0
Sub-region 3

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2

S
D
Sub-region 1

Sub-region 1

Sub-region 2
Sub-region 2

Sub-region 2

Fig. 14. Destination D is within other square region at different level than that of source S
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5. Analysis of Layered Square Location Management (LSLM)
There are mainly two types of costs, which are important for any location management
scheme. These are - cost for location update and cost for location query. When a node
changes its position it must change its location information at the location server. The
number of packet forwarding operations it needs to perform per second, in order to
maintain fresh location information, is known as the location updation cost Costupdate.
Similarly if a node wants to send a packet to a destination node whose location information
is unknown, in that case the sender node must perform location query, to find the location
information of the destination node. The number of packet forwarding operations that each
node needs to perform for the purpose of location query defines the location query cost
Costquery. There is also a third type of cost, which is known as the storage cost. The storage
cost Coststorage signifies the number of location records that each of the location servers needs
to store.
In the following sections we analyze these three types of costs for our proposed Layered
Square Location Management (LSLM) scheme.
5.1 Location updation cost [Costupdate]:
In our proposed scheme, location update has been divided into three parts. As a
consequence, the cost for location update can also be divided into three parts - i>Cost for
location update for node movement within sub-region (Costupdate-intra-subregion) ii>Cost for
location update for node movement between sub-regions (Costupdate-inter-subregion) iii>Cost for
location update for node movement between square regions at different levels
(Costupdate-inter-level).
Thus we can write,
Costupdate = Costupdate-intra-subregion + Costupdate-inter-subregion
+ Costupdate-inter-level

D

Sub-region 0

Sub-region 1

Fig. 15. Distance D
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The cost for location update depends upon the amount of forwarding load, where
forwarding load is determined by the number of hops traversed by a packet during location
update operation. Thus the forwarding load, and as a consequence the cost will be greater
for a packet traveling a greater distance. Cost for location update for node movement within
sub-region (Costupdate-intra-subregion) is basically the product of updation frequency and the cost
of updation of one location server region. The cost of updation of one location server region
is proportional to the average number of hops an update packet takes to reach the assigned
location server region. We denote this cost by Cost (1). We can approximate this cost by
considering the distance D=√2.2l.s; where l denotes level number (Fig. 15).
Let us denote z as the average progress for each forwarding hop, where z is a function of the
radio transmission range rt and the node density ( ) (Seung-Chul.et al., 2001). We assume
both rt and are constants. Therefore, z is also a constant. It is possible to derive the average
number of hops an update packet takes by D/z. If we consider the average velocity of a
node as v, and the transmission range of a node as rt, then the updation frequency is v/rt.
Thus,
Costupdate-intra-subregion = v/ rt . Cost (1)
L
And Cost (1) ∞ ∑ √2.2l.s/z
l=0
≈ √2.s.L/z.
If we assume S as the side length of the square region at the maximum level, i.e. Lth level
square region, then, S ∞2L. Thus, L ∞ log S. Since, S ∞ √N, (N=Total Number of nodes in the
network), we have L ∞ log√N. Thus,
Costupdate-intra-subregion = O (v.log√N).

(1)

Cost for location update for node movement between sub-regions (Costupdate-inter-subregion) is
the product of the boundary crossing rate (Ω) and the cost for updating the four location
server regions (Cost(4)). So,
Costupdate-inter-subregion = Ω. Cost (4).
The boundary-crossing rate is proved (Yu et al., 2004) to be proportional to v. The cost of
updating four location server regions can be approximated by 4(Dl)/z. Thus
L
Cost (4) ∞ ∑4. √2.2l.s/z
l=0
≈ 4√2.s.L/z.
Therefore,
Costupdate-inter-subregion = O (v.log√N).
Similarly we can formulate Costupdate-inter-level as
Costupdate-inter-level = Ω.Cost (8).
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We can approximate the cost of updating eight location server regions by 4(Dl + Dl-1)/z.
Thus
L
Cost (8) ∞ ∑6. √2.2l.s/z
l=0
≈ 6√2.s.L/z.
Therefore,
Costupdate-inter-level = O (v.log√N).

(3)

Thus from “(1)”, “(2)” and “(3)” we have
Costupdate = Costupdate-intra-subregion + Costupdate-inter-subregion + Costupdate-inter-level = O (v.log√N).
5.2 Location query cost [Costquery]:
If a source node has some data to send to a destination node, the source node must first
query a location server region to get the current location information of the destination
node. The cost for this activity of querying the location information is known as location
query cost (Costquery). In order to calculate Costquery, we have to measure the expected
number of forwarding hops traveled by a query packet from the source node to its assigned
location server region, which can be approximated by D/z. Therefore, the expected query
cost is,
L
Costquery = ∑√2.2l.s/z
l=0
∞H
= O (log√N).
5.3 Storage cost [Coststorage]:
In order to calculate the expected storage cost we need to find the average number of
records stored by a location server node in the network. Dividing the total number of
records stored in the network by the total number of nodes acting as location servers gives
us the average number of records. Each node in the network stores its address at the four
location server regions of its current layer of existence. Earlier we have mentioned that each
location server region is a square area having side length of r. Hence, the area covered by a
location server region can be expressed by r2. The average number of nodes ( ) is assumed
to be constant. Thus the average number of nodes serving as location servers within a
location server region is r2. . Now, the expected storage cost can be expressed as
Coststorage = (N.4. r2. )/(L. 4. r2. ) = N/L,
where, N= Total number of nodes in the network; L= Maximum level number. Since L ∞
log√N; the expected storage cost, Coststorage = O (N).
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented Layered Square Location Management (LSLM), a novel
scheme for the management of location information of the nodes in mobile ad hoc network.
The effectiveness of a location management scheme depends on reducing the costs
associated with the major location management functions- location update and location
query. In case of a location service scheme we can reduce the location query cost by
employing various caching strategies which is not possible for location update cost. Keeping
track of only the exact location information, makes location update highly expensive due to
the high mobility of nodes. In our scheme by dividing the entire network area into L levels
of square regions and using multi-level location information, we have been able to provide a
unique way to reduce the cost associated with both location update and location query.
Further investigation on performance analysis of this scheme in different network scenarios
can be taken as extended work.
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